
macarons      
yield: ~35 sandwich cookies

materials
☐ 200g powdered sugar ☐ 100g granulated sugar
☐ 115g almonds or almond flour ☐ 4 large egg whites
☐ 1 vanilla bean, split open, seeds scraped out

methods
1. preheat oven to 325F
2. line baking sheets with parchment paper and draw guides on the back side if needed
3. process 100g powdered sugar & all almonds/almonds flour in food processor to fine powder
4. sift mixture with remaining 100g powdered sugar 4 times & set aside
5. wipe down stand mixer bowl & whisk attachment with towel doused in vinegar
6. add egg whites to the bowl & whisk on medium speed until foamy
7. gradually add granulated sugar
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8. once all sugar is incorporated, scrape down sides of bowl, add vanilla seeds &increase speed
to high, whisking until stiff, firm, glossy peaks form
9. sift almond flour mixture one‐quarter at a time over the egg white mixture & fold using a
large spatula until mixture is smooth and shiny
10. once all the almond flour mixture is incorporated, check for the correct consistency, as the
batter should drip slowly from the spatula & smooth out on top as it settles
12. transfer batter to a pastry bag fitted with a round tip
13. pipe 1⅓‐inch rounds on parchment‐lined baking sheets about 1½‐inches apart
14. rap bottom of each sheet on work surface to release trapped air
15. let stand at room temperature for 15 to 30 minutes to form a slight skin
16. bake one sheet at a time, rotating halfway through, until macarons are crisp and firm,
about 15 to 20 minutes ‐ if the macarons do not start peeling away from the paper, lower oven
to 300 degrees, and bake for a few more minutes
17. let macarons cool on sheets completely before filling
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